
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of transport
supervisor. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for transport supervisor

As Supervisor your responsibilities will be to assist the Transport Manager in
delivering compliance of all Company and legal requirements for the
Transport department
Assist with KPI’s for service and finance, training, development, performance
and disciplinary procedures for team
Building relationships with our customers and providing them with a market
leading delivery service
Excellent communication and Driver management skills including adherence
to the Company's vehicle maintenance schedules (inc. units/trailers/moffetts)
and defect reporting
Lead, motivate and improve colleague relationships and engagement on site
Covering Transport Planner absence and scheduling deliveries using our
routing tools to ensure we are as economical and environmentally friendly as
possible
To ensure the despatch and transportation of both Production and Non-
Production stock – for other areas of Royston Clean Air – in an efficient and
economic manner
Processing of despatches includes all quotation work, customs preparation
and documentation, despatch planning and forecasting in accordance to legal
requirements, security and insurance policy, customer requirements, NUBNR
objectives and customs and duty control, whilst using carriers that have been
vetted and are approved
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ensuring planners know when to have stock available for release
Planning despatches to meet stakeholder requirements, including customer
requirements, transport planning and production planning, ensuring
customers receive the correct products

Qualifications for transport supervisor

Driving licence (Ideally minimum Class 2 entitlement, including Driver CPC
and digi card)
Good geographical knowledge of Southern and Eastern UK
Effective communicator with Senior Managers, drivers and customers
Ability to work under own initiative and under pressure including making cost
effective decisions
Ensure department complies with Health and Safety legislation, complete
investigations, evaluate route causes, propose corrective actions etc by using
the Rivo Safeguard System
Ensure the operation is fully compliant with legislation and company best
practice for all aspects of the transport function


